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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLSM AM) ITS ANALYSIS
The goal of arithmetic teaching has long been the
acquisition of the fundamental processes and their appli-
cation for problem solving. The four primary processes are
learned largely by drill, rote memory, and memorized rules.
The solution of a problem is frequently obtained by similar
memorized techniques, devices, and attacks. This type of
teaching is not consistent with the laws of learning which
require reasoning, thinking, understandi ng , and the grasping
of the concept involved. The concept in a learning situation
is the necessary fertile background for true learning.
TH 3 PROBLEM
Statement of the problem .-- It was the purpose of this
study (1) to gain a knowledge of the elements involved in
the concepts of arithmetic at the seventh and eighth grade
level; and (2) to construct a paper and pencil test in an
attempt to measure some of these concepts.
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THE ANALYSIS
Definition of terms .-- The terra "concept" Is used to
signify the ability to understand completely an arithmeti-
cal problem or computation in order that one may choose or
select the proper method for the solution and apply the
correct fundamentals in their proper allied relationships.
y
Spencer says in regard to concept thinking in arith-
metic that it consists of the process of making discrimin-
ative reactions with regard for quantity and relationships
among quantities.
"Fundamentals", "skills", and "basic processes" refer
to addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
The term "understanding" is understood to be closely
allied with the term "concept".
Problems are mathematical situations which necessitate
computation or thinking for a solution. The understanding
of what is required, the selection of procedures, the selec-
tion of data, the computations and acknowledgment of correct
answers are vital to a concept thought or process.
Delimitation in scope .-- The Arithmetical Concept Test
was constructed and was given at the seventh and eighth
grade level. The test was given in six different schools
1/ Paper read at the annual meeting of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics in San Francisco, February, 1942
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in a suburban town near Boston. One school is in a re si
dential area, one in a poor, foreign district, and the
remaining four schools are large and very representative
of the entire section, giving us a random sampling of the
community. Furthermore, each of the four large schools is
in a different section of the town. Two hundred thirty-five
pupils were tested, 137 of which are seventh grade students
and 98 are eighth grade students.
The concept test tried to measure ooncepts and under-
standings in the following areas: mathematical principles
and relationships, logical thinking, fundamental processes,
graphs or pictograms, whole numbers, fractions, decimals,
per cents, measurement, and elementary geometry. Similar
1
classifications were set up by Sueltz, Boynton, and Sauble."
-
Justification .-- A great deal of research and test
construction has been devoted to measuring isolated
arithmetical basic skills and problems solved by rules,
but little has been achieved to measure the higher forms
of arithmetical thinking, such as the concept --the true
apex of arithmetical teaching and learning.
The teaching and measuring of understandings and con-
cepts are most important educational tasks. Douglas and
TT B. Sueltz, H. Boynton, and I. Sauble, The Measurement of
Understanding in Elementary School Mathematics , The Forty-
Fifth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, University of Chicago Press, 1946, p. 145-151.
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4Spitzer verify this statement when they say "In spite of
their demonstrable values, understandings have been neglected
in the school--and they are still too often neglected--in
favor of the other learning outcomes, such as verbalism,
barren factual information, and mechanical skills,
"
A study to establish the amount and quality of arith-
metical concepts, both developed and undeveloped, is def-
initely needed, and the knowledge of the elements of concept
thinking for future teaching-learning situations would be of
great use.
There is little research in this field and a few of the
tests available will be mentioned in Chapter II. It is im-
perative to the future success of education in arithmetic
that we acquaint ourselves with the concepts in arithmetic,
provide instruments to measure them and formulate practical
applications of our results.
Recapitulation .-- The general purpose of this study was
(1) to identify some of the concepts included in arithmetical
learning at the junior high school level; (2) to construct a
test of arithmetical concept thinking, i.e., the aiection of
method and processes for the solving of a problem--and to de-
termine its reliability and validity by using intelligence
tests, achievement tests, and school arithmetic marks as
criteria.
E K. R. Douglas, and H. F. Sptzer, "The Importance of Teach-g for Understanding," The Forty-Fifth Yearbook of theNational Society for the Study or Education, University of
Chicago Press, 1946, p. 25.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP LITERATURE
It is evident from extensive research and study that
the concept area of arithmetic is lacking in development.
The field of concept thinking is considered a relatively
new field, yet one finds mention of concepts in the works
of the early scholars. The field has unlimited possibili-
ties because many have recognized the true aim of arithmetic
in words, but few have it in actual practice.
Literature on concept thinking .— In the middle of the
seventeenth century, the need in learning for concept think-
1/
ing and understanding was recognized by Comenius who stated,
,?We can neither act nor speak wisely, unless we first rightly
understand all the things which are to be done, and whereof
we are to speak.”
A reiteration of this thought is expressed by the modem
2/
educator Dewey who says, n To grasp the meaning of a thing.
TT Comenius, Johann Amos, "Orbus Pictus" Library of the World 1
Best Literature
, ed. Charles Dudley Warner, Peale and Hill
Publishers, New York, 1897, Vol. 7, p. 3, 914.
s
2/ John Dewey, How We Think, D. C. Heath and Company, New
York, 1933, p. 137.
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an event, or a situation is to see it in its relation to
other things; to note how it operates or functions, what
consequences follow from it, what uses it can he put to."
1/
Nordahl again verifies this current view when he states
that the problem of primary import is to stimulate children
to understand basic concepts in order that they might have
intelligent control of their quantitative environment.
This prerequisite for learning in the specific subject
2/
of arithmetic is mentioned by Schaaf who says:
The mathematical aim is the goal of learning
arithmetic skills with insight and understanding;
of coming to appreciate arithmetic as a closely
knit system of ideas; of fully understanding the
nature of our number system, the meaning of numbers,
and the relationships that exist between quantities.
In a discussion of the construction of the curriculum,
concepts in arithmetic were listed as a primary objective
in a recent article in the Sixteenth Yearbook of the
3/
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
In presenting his preliminary teaching methods for
y
per cent, Engen stresses that no computation be performed
l/ M. Nordahl, ''Arithmetic as Concept Building," Mathematics
Teacher
,
35: 316-320, November, 1942.
2/ W. L. Schaaf, "A Realistic Approach to Problem Solving,"
Elementary School Journal
,
46: 494-497, May, 1946.
3/ "Arithmetic in General Education," Sixteenth Yearbook of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics , Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York, 1941, p. 21.
4/ H. Von Engen, "An Aspect of Meaning in Ari time tic ,
"
Elementary School Journal
,
46: 272-277, January, 1946.
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throughout the initial stage. His main aim is to establish
the concept of per cent.
7
Literature on concept testing .-- Observations of various
tests in this area point out the lack and undevelopment of
concent thinking.
In a vocabulary test of one hundred items given to
fifteen hundred children in the fourth, fifth, and sixth
y
grades, Buswell and Lenore in their analysis of the test
papers reveal that in some cases the number of pupils who
had misconceptions regarding the term was greater than the
number of pupils who understood it.
2/
Bruecher in analyzing errors in fractions, discloses
that children make many telling mistakes in handling frac-
tions in applying concepts. They use fractions poorly,
showing little concept or understanding.
Concerning the decimal section of the Chri stofferson-
Rush-Guiler Analytical Survey Test in Computational Arithmetic,
which was given to nine hundred and thirty- six children in
y
Ohio, Guiler says that lack of understanding of the pro-
cedure involved in changing fractions to mixed numbers and to
decimals constituted a major source of difficulty.
y G. T. Buswell and J. Lenore, "Vocabulary of Arithmetic,"
Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 38, University of
Chicago, 1931.
2/ L. J. Breuchner, "Analysis of Errors in Fractions,"
Elementary School Journal
,
28: 760-770,
,
1928.
3/ w. S. Guiler, "Difficulties in Decimals Encountered by
Ninth Grade Pupils," Elementary School Journal
,
46: 384-393,
March, 1946.
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1/
An identical discovery was made by Guiler in his test
given to discover the difficulties in fractions encountered
by ninth grade children*
2/
Johnson concludes from his studies that on the whole,
the fraction and decimal concept is only about forty per
cent learned or develooed throughout the grades five to
eight.
These concepts which are the key to successful teaching
and learning of arithmetic must be taught from the earliest
3/
possible time. Woody bears this statement out by concluding
that children vary in concept understanding due to experience
both before school age and after school age. He says it is
impossible to assume concept knowledge at any point due to
the marked differences
Therefore, from the research studied and the statements
given by leading educators, it is essential and necessary
for the teachers of the classroom and educators to continue
the recognition of the need of concept learning in arith-
metic. There is a definite need for many more studies,
1/ W. S. Guiler, "Difficulties in Fractions Encountered By
Ninth Grade Pupils," Elementary School Journal
,
46: 146-156,
November, 1945.
2/ J. T. Johnson, "Can Concept in Elementary Mathematics
be Developed?" School Science and Mathematics
,
44: 146-154,
February, 1944.
3/ C. Woody, "The Arithmetical Backgrounds of Young
Children," Journal of Educational Research, 24: 188-201,
1931.9
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tests, and research to discover the weaknesses prevalent and
to orepare proper methods for effective learning in this new
field of education.
In this modern atomic age, where ignorance breeds chaos
and chaos breeds utter destruction, it is increasingly evi-
dent that our children, the future mainstay of the entire
world, must be taught to understand and reason, to be aware
of concept in all matters, if this world is to progress in a
peaceful, friendly manner.
Test construction techniques .— In view of the fact
that a test was constructed to fulfill the purpose of this
study, a survey of the literature in this field was completed
Hints as to the proper methods and guides were taken from
1/
„Russell’s chapter, "Construction of Tests."
The fundamental steps involved were:
1. planning the test;
2. preparing the test;
3. administering the test;
4. evaluating the test.
These steps in a more detailed classification will be
explained and analyzed in Chapter III.
1/ C. Russell , "Construction of Tests," Standard Tests ,
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1930, p. 93-118.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
Planning the test .--
1. Identifying the measure.— The first step was
the formulation of a complete understanding of
the arithmetical concept by means of research
and ratiocination.
2. Defining the measure— i.e., the arithmetical
1/
concept thinking.-- Spencer of Claremont
College says that concent thinking in arith-
metic consists of the process of making dis-
criminate reactions with regard for quantity
and the relationships among quantities. The
arithmetic concept may be observed in its
component parts:
a) to recognize the problem.
b) to select the correct method.
c) to select the proper information.
d) to perform accurate computation.
e) to interpret the conclusion.
W Spencer, ibid, p. 2.
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1/
Soencer also states, "Systems of order are highly
functional in reducing the environment to finer and finer
terms, but in order to have intelligent control of quantity
the individual must have a high level of insight into the
system of measurement." This high level of insight of which
he refers is synonomous with concept thinking.
3. Gathering materials.— The third step as the
basis for the construction of the test was to
gather materials from which a knowledge of the
areas of seventh and eighth grade arithmetic
might be obtained. A survey and detailed in-
ventory of all the texts, outlines, courses
of study and supplementary aids was undertaken.
In the town where the test was given at
the junior high school level, the following ten
areas were found to be common to both the
seventh and eighth grades:
a) mathematic princinles and relationships
b) logical thinking
c) fundamental processes
d) graphs or pictograms
e) whole numbers
f) fractions
l/ Ibid, p. 2
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Preparing the test .--
1. Selecting the item form.— The first step was
to choose the proper item form for measuring
concept thinking in arithmetic. Thereupon,
a review of research on the various types of
items followed. The multiple-choice method
seemed to lend itself to the particular needs
of the concept question in arithmetic.
1/
Lindquist says that for discriminate
choices requiring reason, the multiple-choice
type is superior to other types. His state-
ments were quite coherent with the very defini-
tion of arithmetic concept thinking.
2/
Lee concludes that one of the best ways
to check judgment is by means of the muMple-
choice item.
1/ E. F. Lindquist
,
H. E. Hawkins, and C. R. Mann, The
Construction and Use of Achievement Examinations , Houghton
Mifflin and Company, 1936, Part I, p. 138.
2/ J. Murray Lee, A Guide to Measurement in Secondary Schools
D. Appleton Cenrury, New York, 1936, p. 379.
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2. Writing the items.-- Having determined the de-
sired tyoe of item, it was then necessary to
set up rules for the writing of the items.
The items of the test cohere to these general
1/
suggestions by Ross. Items should be clear,
brief, original and suited to the item form.
They must be of the correct difficulty, com-
puted by known skill and understandable in
vocabulary. The specific items of the concent
test in the areas to be measured were equally
distributed throughout the test in so far as
it was possible.
Many mistakes in test construction, such
as an improper level of difficulty, are constant
in their effect upon those tested and may be
partially eradicated in the interoretation of
the results.
Children vary greatly in comDrehensive
2/
reading ability, says Hastings. Therefore,
the vocabulary factor may distort the true
scores and oroduce inaccurate results. This
important thought was kept in mind while
writing the test items.
is
V C. C. Ross, Measurement in Today *s School , Prentice-Hall,
New York, 1944, p. 152-154.
2/ J. T. Hastings, "Testing Junior High School Mathematics
Concepts," School Review
,
49: 766-776, December, 1941.
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In considering the heading and directions
for the test, the Metropolitan Achievement
Test and other standard tests were used as
aid s.
Administering the test .--
The test was given in a suburban town near the city
of Boston to 235 pupils at the junior high school level.
The testers were teachers instructed in the fundamentals
and essential facts of testing.
i/
Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich agree that more
recently it has come to be accented that classroom
teachers give tests, especially when it will aid in the
understanding of the class.
The test was given in schools in various sections
of the town, providing for a good representative sam-
pling. Every child was allowed to finish.
Evaluating the test .
—
Description of the group. --
Frequency distribution.-- As a medium of
pictorial description, frequency distributions
were plotted for the seventh and eighth grade
scores on the Otis Intelligence Test, the
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Arithmetic
V H. A. Greene, A. M. Jorgensen, and J. R. Gerberich,
Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School
, Longmans,
Green and Company, New York, 1946, p. 117
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Fundamentals, Arithmetic Problems, and Total
Scores), Stanford Achievement Test (Arithmetic
Comoutation, Arithmetic Reasoning, and Total
Scores), Arithmetical Concept Test scores and
Arithmetic School Grades; in addition, a fre-
quency distribution was plotted for the Chronologi-
cal Ages.
Means and Standard Deviations.— After the
final test was given to 235 pupils, an upper and
lower quarter was established. An item analysis
was run with a ore-determined critical ratio of
2.576 to ascertain some degree of reliability and
validity. As a furtaer means of description, a
table was constructed of the means with their
standard errors, standard deviations, and the
number for the various measures used in this
study. The spread of scores of all the measures
was studied by noting the per cent of scores fall-
ing between plus or minus one standard deviation.
The number of standard deviations required to
enclose theentire dispersion of scores above and
below the mean was calculated.
Preliminary item analysis .-- A first test
was constructed and given to sixty children in
the seventh and eighth grades at selected schools.
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A rough item analysis was performed by ob-
serving the number of items right in the upper
and lower quarters of the tests. All items which
did not show definite discri lination between the
upper and lower grouos were discarded. This pro-
cess was repeated three times, enabling the con-
struction of a final and more refined test.
Correlations . -- A correlation value was
found between the Arithmetical Concept Test
scores and the arithmetic mark for the year of
each pupil.
The final correlation was run between the
arithmetic fundamentals and arithmetic reasoning
subtests of both the Stanford and Metropolitan
Achievement Tests.
A comparative study was made between the
scores of the seventh and eighth grades.
Correlation values were computed between
the Arithmetical Concent Test scores and the
intelligence test scores from the Otis Quick
Scoring Mental Ability Test, Form A or B; the
Pintner Intelligence Test, Form B; and the Henmon-
Nelson Mental Ability Test, Form A.
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The achievement tests used in the correlation
study were the Stanford Achievement Test, Inter-
mediate Battery-Partial Form E; and the Metropoli-
tan Achievement Test, Advanced battery-Comole te
:
Form A and Form R. The sores obtained from the
Stanford Achievement Test were those taken from
the oaragraph meaning, word meaning, arithmetic
reasoning, arithmetic computation subtests and
total scores. The corresponding parts of the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Forms A and R,
were used for similar scores.
The correction method was left out as
1/
Holzinger says it is not necessary if the pupils
finish the test.
l/ K. J. Holzinger, Statistical Methods for Students
,
Ginn
and Comoany, Boston, 1928, p. 171.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Description of the group ,-- The group used in this
study consisted of 137 seventh grade pupils and 98 eighth
grade puoils, totaling 235 pupils in all. No appreciable
sex difference occurred as tne group was composed of 115
boys and 120 girls. The students were picked by a random
sampling technique.
Frequency distributions .— A series of frequency dis-
tributions follow to aid in describing the group.
Figure I illustrates the chronological age distribu-
tion of 235 pupils. The range in age was from 12 to 17
years. The curve is normal, showing a majority of pupils
at 13 years, and only 5 pupils exceeding the age of 15
with no children below 12.
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of the chronological age
of 235 pupils.
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Figure 2 shows the distribution of 186 students of the
group on the Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test,
of the three intellipence tests used in this study,
range of scores is from 68 to 148.
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the Otis Intelligence
Test scores for 186 puoils.
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Figure 3 portrays the distribution of the total scores
of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Forms A and R for
84 pupils. The range of scores is from 238 to 787. The
curve is similar to the others mentioned previously and can
be considered normal.
Frequency
Achievement Test Scores
Figure 3. Frequency distribution of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test scores for 84 pupils.
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Figure 4 demonstrates the distribution of scores for
89 puoils on the Arithmetic Fundamental sub-test of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A and R. The range of
scores is from 28 to 88. Although this curve is not smooth,
it is typical.
Frequency
Figure 4. Frequency distribution of the Metropolitan
Arithmetic Fundamentals sub-test scores for 89 pupils.
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Figure 5 is a frequency distribution of scores on the
Arithmetic Reasoning sub-test of the Metropolitan Achievement
Test, Form A and R. It shows 85 pupils and a range in scores
from 24 to 88. This curve has the same general characteris-
tics of the curve in Figure 4 and both may be considered
normal curves.
Frequency
Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the Metropolitan
Arithmetic Problems Sub-test scores for 85 pupils.
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Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of scores on
the Arithmetical Concept Test for 137 seventh grade pupils.
The range of scores is from 4 to 39. Although this curve
aopears irregular, it has a high comparison with the quali-
ties of a normal curve.
Frequency
Arithmetic Concept Test Scores
Figure 6. Frequency distribution of the Arithmetic Concept
Test scores for 137 seventh grade puoils.
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Figure 7 points out the distribution of scores on the
Arithmetical Concept Test for 98 eighth grade students. The
range of scores is from 9 to 41. It is very similar to the
curve drawn on Figure 6. The curves on Figures 6 and 7 may
be considered normal.
Arithmetic Concept Test Scores
Figure 7. Frequency distribution of the Arithmetic Concept
Test scores for 98 eighth grade pupils.
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oFigure 8 demonstrates the distribution of school marks
in arithmetic for 228 pupils. The range of scores is from
50 to 100 and the curve is smooth and normal.
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Frequency
Figure 8. Frequency distribution of the Arithmetic grades
for 228 pupil s.
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Frequency distributions were plotted for each type of
instrument, grade or age, omitting the Henmon-Nel son and
Pintner Intelligence Tests, the Metropolitan Vocabulary
and Reading sub- tests and the Stanford Achievement Test.
The distributions of ages, arithmetic grades, and of the
scores from all the tests will be described in terms of
means, standard deviations and the per cent of them that lie
between plus or minus 1 S. D.
,
and the number of standard
deviations required to enclose the group. These statistical
figures are shown in Table 1 on Page 28.
The mean of the chronological ages for 235 pupils was
13.16, with a standard error of .96, or, the true mean lies
between 12.20 and 14.12, 68 per cent of the time. The spread
of ages shows the group as expected with 29 per cent of the
ages falling between / or - 1 S. D. The entire group is en-
closed by / 4 S. D. above the mean and -2 S. D. below the mean.
These figures must be interpreted with the fact in mind that
few children can reach a grade prior to a certain age yet by
non-promotions many may be in a grade with an age above that
which is necessary.
On the Otis Intelligence Test, the mean score for 186
pupils was 103.6, with a standard error of 12.40, or, the
true mean lies 68 per cent of the time between 91.20 and 116.
The dispersion of scores was normal with 68.7 per cent of them
between / or - 1 S. D. , and all the scores within the range
of / or - 3 S. D.
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Table 1. The Means and Standard Deviations of the Number
of Ages, Grades and Scores for the Various Measures,
with the Per cent of Scores within / or - 1 Standard
Deviation and the Number of Standard Deviations
Enclosing the Group.
Measure Mean om S.D. No.
% of Scores
Within / or
- 1 S.D.
No. S.D.
Enclosing
the Group
Chron. Age 13.16 .0625 .96 235 29.
Plus
4
Minus
2
Otis.Intell. 103.6 .364 12.40 186 68.7 3 3
Pintner 108.25 1.02 14.70 206 64.5 3
Henmon-
Nelson 110.46 1.07 14.84 195 65.6 3 3
Arith. Con-
cept Test 21.53 .475 7.41 235 62.3 3 2|
Metropolitan 570.5 8.65 79.6 84 58.2 3 3—
Metro. R. 63.75 1.53 14.4 88 65. 2 s 2\
Metro. Vocab. 58.08 1.24 11.60 88 77 3
Metro. A. P. 58.26 1.32 12.44 89 59.5 2i 3
Metro. A. R. 58.9 1.45 13.44 85 70.04 2i 2i
Stanford 52.72 1.72 8.6 25 76.8 2 2
Stan. R. 49.72 1.45 7.25 25 68. 3 2
Stan. Vocab. 52.5 2.13 10.65 25 70. 2 2
Stan. A. C. 50.38 .74 4.20 25 64. 2i o i
Stan. A. R. 54.12 2.088 8.82 25 64. 2* 2h
Arith. Grade 77.82 .66 10. 228 64. 2|r 3
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The Pintner Intelligence Test had a mean of 108 « 25, with a
standard deviation of 14.70, for 206 pupils. Therefore, the true
mean will he between 93.55 and 122.95, 68 per cent of the time. The
distribution of scores tended toward normality as 64.5 per cent were
located between / or - 1 S. D., while the scores above the mean were
included by / 3 3, D. and those below by - 2g-.
A similarity was noted in the Hemnon-Nelson Intelligence Test
which had a mean of 110.46, with a standard deviation of 14.84,
placing tne true mean between 95.62 and 125.30, 68 per cent of the
time. This test was given to 195 children and 65.6 per cent of
their scores were between / or - 1 S. D. The curve presented normal
qualities with all the scores enclosed between / or - 3 S. D.
From the Arithmetical Concept Test results, a mean was derived
of 21,53, with a standard deviation of 7.41, thus, leaving the true
mean between 14.12 and 28.94, 68 per cent of the time. Of the 235
scores obtained, 62.3 per cent were found between / or - 1 S. Do
Normal characteristics were observed with the entire group of scores
spread between / 3 S. D. and - S. D.
Total scores from the Metropolitan Achievement Test were avail-
able for 84 pupils of the group. A mean of 570.5 was computed with
a standard deviation of 79.6, therefore, the true mean lies between
490.9 and 650.1, 68 per cent of the time. Within / or - 1 8. D. are
found 58.2 per cent of the scores, while the dispersion of scores is
from / 3 S. D. to - 3g- S. D. above and below the mean.
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On the Reading sub-test of the Metropolitan Achievement Test,
a mean of 63*75 was figured with a standard deviation of 14.4 for
88 pupils with a true mean falling between 49*35 and 78.15, 68 per
cent of the time. The spread of scores approaches normal as 65 per
cent of them fall between / or - 1 S. D. All the scores are enclosed
by / or - 8g S. D.
The mean of the Vocabulary sub-test of the Metropolitan achieve-
ment Test was 58.08 with a standard deviation of 11.60, or, the true
mean lies between 46.48 and 69.68, 68 per cent of the time* Seventy-
seven per cent of the 88 scores are located between / or - 1 S. D.
and all the scores are dispersed between
-f gg- S. D. and - 3 S. Do
From the scores on the arithmetic Fundamentals sub-test of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, a mean was computed of 58.26 with a
standard deviation of 12.44, or, the true mean falls between 45.82 and
70.70, 68 per cent of the time. Of 89 scores, 59.5 per cent were
spread between / or - 1 S. D. and the remainder between / 2g- S. D.
and — 3 S. D.
Results from the Arithmetic Problems sub-test of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test for 85 children gave a mean of 58.9 with a standard
deviation of 13.44, or, the true mean lies between 45.46 and 72.34,
68 per cent of the time. The spread of scores was typical and quite
normal with 70.04 per cent of them between / or - 1 S, D. and all
scores within the range of / or - 2g- S. D.
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All scores derived from the Metropolitan Achievement Test or
sub-test tended toward the normal and represented characteristics
of a normal frequency distribution or curve.
The mean score from the total scores of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test was 52.72, with a standard deviation of 8.6, or, the
true mean lies between 44*12 and 61 . 32
,
63 per cent of the time.
Of the 25 scores, 76.8 per cent of them are found between / or
- 1 S. D. All the scores are distributed between / or - 2 S. D.
above or below the mean.
On the Reading sub-test of the Stanford Achievement Test, a
mean was calculated of 49*72 with a standard deviation of 7*25,
or, the true mean lies between 42.47 and. 56.97* 68 per cent of the
time. Of the 25 scores, 68 per cent of them are spread between /
or - 1 S. D. The scores above the mean are enclosed by / 3 S. D.
while those below are enclosed by - 2 S. D.
From the scores on the Vocabulary sub-test of the Stanford
Achievement test, a mean was found of 52.5 with a standard deviation
of IO. 65
,
or, the true mean lies between 41*85 and 63*15* 63 per
cent of the time. Seventy per cent of the 25 scores came within /
or - 1 S. D. of the mean. .No score fell outside of the / or - 2 S. D.
range
.
The Arithmetic Computation sub-test of the Stanford Achievement
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Test had a mean of $0 . 3% with a standard deviation of 4*21), or, a
true mean would fall between 46. 18 and 54*53, 68 per cent of the
time. lor the 25 scores, 64 per cent of them were dispersed within
/ or - 1 S. D. and all the scores were enclosed within / or - 2§
S. D.
The mean on the Arithmetic Reasoning sub-test of the Stanford
Achievement Test was 54*12 for 25 scores, 'within a standard devia-
tion of 8.82. The true mean lies between 46 . 30 and 62.94> 68 per
cent of the time. Within / or - 1 S. D. , 64 par cent of the scores
are located, while all the scores are -within / or - 2| S. D. from
the mean.
All scores taken from the Stanford Achievement Test and its
sub-tests tend to portray the characteristics of a normal distri-
bution.
The Arithmetic Grades for 228 pupils had a mean of 77*82,
with a standard deviation of 10, or, the true mean lies between
67.82 and 87*82, 68 per cent of the time. The spread of scores
approaches normality as 64 per cent of the scores fall between /
or - 1 S. D. The scores above the mean are enclosed by / 2g S* B.,
while those below are enclosed by - 38. D.
A description of the group by means of frequency distributions
and statistical data based on the scores,

33
ages, and grades taken from the measures has shown the group
to possess a majority of normal tendencies and qualities.
Item Analysis.-- An item analysis was made of the
forty-five items in the Arithmetical Concent Test. The
tests were divided into two groups of 50 each, representing
approximately the upper and lower 25 per cent of the tests.
The number of items marked correctly and incorrectly for
each group were transferred to their percentage equivalents.
1/
The Edgerton Tables were used to obtain the Standard Error,
the Standard Error squared, the Standard Error of the differ-
2/
ence and the Critical Ratio of each item. Mills suggests
2.576 as a critical ratio. Table 2, on Pages 34 and 35,
gives the C. R. of each item. Items 7, 8, 10, and 21 do
not meet the requirements for significance established by
3/
Mills critical ratio of 2.576. This item analysis desig-
nates that about 90 per cent of the items were discriminating
in their measure.
Reliability may be observed to be fairly high; however,
the degree of validity is still unknown, for we have not yet
established what the items are measuring.
1/ H. A. Edgerton and D. C. Paterson, "A Table of Standard
Errors and Probable Errors for Varying Numbers of Cases, 11
Journal of Applied Psychology (September, 1926) 10: 378-391.
2/ P. C. Mills, Statistical Methods, Henry Holt and Company.
New York, 1938, p. 471.
3/ Loc. cit.
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Table 2. Critical Ratios
S.E. of
Item
Per cent Right
Upper Lower Diff
.
S.E.
U.
of %
L.
Diff. of
the Prop.
Critical
Ratio
1 98 38 60 .020 .069 .0718 8.356
2 88 38 50 .046 .068 .0828 6.038
3 90 60 30 .042 .069 .0807 3.717
4 92 26 66 .038 *062 .0726 9.090
5 78 24 54 .059 .060 .0842 6.413
6 90 54 36 .042 .070 .0815 4.416
7 46 46 0 .070 .070 .0990 0
8 52 30 22 .071 .065 .0961 2.289
9 74 20 54 .062 .057 .0843 6.405
10 70 58 12 .065 .070 .0953 1.259
11 88 56 32 .046 .070 .0838 3.818
12 78 06 72 .059 .034 .0681 10.572
13 86 42 44 .049 .070 .0854 5.152
14 76 20 56 .060 .057 .0826 6.755
15 60 10 50 .069 .042 .0807 6.195
16 86 36 50 .049 .068 .0839 5. 995
17 78 26 52 .059 .062 .0856 6.074
18 68 28 40 .066 .063 .0907 4.410
19 86 38 48 .049 .069 .0946 5.673
20 88 42 46 .046 .070 .0838 5.489
21 24 14 10 .060 .049 .0775 1.290
22 52 12 40 .070 .046 .0838 4.773
23 48 8 40 .070 .038 .0796 5.025
24 80 36 44 .057 .068 .0881 4.994
25 74 10 64 .062 .042 .0751 8. 521
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Table 2. (Concluded)
Item
Per cent
Upper
Right
Lower Diff
.
S.E.
U.
of %
L.
S.E. of
Diff. of
the Prop.
Critical
Ratio
26 64 16 48 .068 .052 .0857 5.600
27 94 42 52 .034 .070 .0777 6.692
28 78 20 58 .059 .057 .0821 7.064
29 86 44 42 .049 .070 .0854 4.918
30 66 26 40 .067 .062 .0657 6.088
31 78 12 66 .059 .046 .0771 8. 560
32 94 22 72 .034 .059 .0681 10.571
33 76 38 38 .060 .069 .0913 4.162
34 30 10 20 .065 .042 .0773 2.587
35 86 40 46 .049 .069 .0846 5.437
36 60 14 46 .069 .049 .0846 5.437
37 86 14 72 .049 .049 .0693 10.389
38 50 18 32 .071 .054 .0891 3.591
39 70 22 48 .065 .059 .0878 5.467
40 74 24 50 .062 .060 .0863 5.791
41 46 12 34 .070 .046 .0838 4.057
42 70 22 48 .065 .059 .0878 5.466
43 84 20 64 .052 .057 .0890 7.077
44 84 40 44 .052 .069 .0864 5.092
45 60 24 36 .069 .060 .0913 3.943
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Correlation Study.-- The Pearson-Product moment
17
formula was used to find the degree of relationship be-
tween the Arithmetical Concept Test scores and the other
measures for interpretative purposes. This study will aid
in the establishment of the amount of reliability and vali-
dity.
Generally speaking, we will expect high correlations
with tests or grades of a similar nature and low correlation
values with instruments of a different type.
Table 3 on Page 37 lists the correlation values and
standard errors for all available related data.
Relation of the A.C.T. to Intelligence Tests .-- The
correlation value "r if was .52 between the Arithmetic Concept
Test and the Otis Intelligence Test scores for 1B6 pupils
of the seventh and eighth grades. The Standard Error was
.0199.
A similar correlation was run between the Henmon-Nelson
Intelligence Test and the Arithmetic Concept Test for 195
pupils at the same grade levels. The correlation value "r"
was .51. The Standard Error was found to be .0187.
A third correlation was completed between the Pintner
Intelligence Test and Arithmetical Concept Test for 206
1/ E. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics . Houghton
Mifflin Company. Boston, 1942.
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Table 3. Correlation Value "r M and Standard Error of
Various Measures with the Arithmetical Concept
Test.
Measure ttpM S.E. No.
Otis Intelligence . 52 .0199 186
Pintner Intelligence .58 .0260 206
Henmon-Nel son Intelligence .51 .0187 195
Metropolitan Total .52 .0302 84
Metropolitan Reading ,64 .0436 88
Metropolitan Vocabulary .52 .0289 88
Metropolitan Arithmetic Fundamentals .23 .0057 89
Metropolitan Arithmetic Problems .48 .0251 85
Stanford Total .41 .0336 25
Stanford Paragraph Meaning .73 .1065 25
Stanford Word Meaning .13 .0033 25
Stanford Computation .54 .0583 25
Stanford Arithmetic Reasoning .55 .0605 25
School Arithmetic Grades .55 .0201 228
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pupils at the same grade levels with a correlation value ,f r"
found to be .58 and a Standard Error of .026.
The correlation value "r" for the three respective
intelligence tests was .52, .51, and .58. A portion of
intelligence is believed to be of concept nature. The r’s
tend to show that some elements of the concept test were
common to intelligence tests. The close range in numerical
value of the "r's" seems to fortify the definite degree of
relationship.
Relation of the Arithmetical Concept Test t o
Metropolitan Achievement Tests .— The correlation value "r"
was found to be .64 for the reading sub-test of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A and R, with a
Standard Error of .0436, for 88 pupils. Reading ability
should not correlate too high. It is not a requisite for a
high mark on the concept test; however, a limited amount of
reading ability is necessary to arrive at the solution of
each problem. Some relationship is therefore noted between
reading ability and the concept test.
Between the vocabulary sub-test of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Form A and R, and the Arithmetical Concept
Test, a correlation value n r M was computed at .52, with a
Standard Error of .0289, for 88 pupils. An elaborate
vocabulary should not be required to understand a concept
problem, but a certain vocabulary ability, especially in
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mathematical terms, is necessary. Reading ability resembles
vocabulary ability in this respect. As shown, there is some
relationship between concept understanding and vocabulary
power.
Between the Arithmetic Fundamentals sub-test of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form A and R, and the
Arithmetical Concept Test, the correlation value "r" was
found to be .23, with a Standard Error of .0057, for 89
pupils. The understanding and concept of mathematical areas
should not be based on the mere use of figures in fundamen-
tals. There is a slight and insignificant relationship
shown between the concept test and the fundamentals sub-test.
The correlation value between the sub-tests Arithmetic
Fundamentals and Arithmetic Reasoning of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test was computed at .62, with a Standard Error
of .0413, for 85 pupils. Some definite relationship is
observed between these two sub-tests. It is assumed that a
test of problems whose solutions lend themselves to patterned
mental steps (not reasoning, but fundamental computations)
would correlate highly with a test of fundamentals.
The Arithmetical Concept Test and the Metropolitan
Arithmetic Reasoning sub-test correlated with a value "r"
of .48 and a Standard Error of .0251, for 85 pupils. The
relat ionshipbetween the concept test and the reasoning sub-
test is evident but not very high. This result would be
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expected as the concept test correlated rather low with the
fundamentals sub-test, whereas the Metropolitan Reasoning
correlated with significance with its fundamental sub- test.
A comparison of the Metropolitan Total Scores and the
Arithmetical Concept Test was performed by a correlation
with the resulting value "r" of .52 and a Standard Error
of .0302 for 84 pupils. In view of the fact that the
Metropolitan Achievement Test includes many fields other
than arithmetic concept and understanding, this relationship
was found to be not of a high nature.
Relation of the Arithmetical Concept Test to the
Stanford Achievement Test .— The number of oupils involved
in the various correlations with the Stanford Total scores
and its sub-tests was 25. Eecause this sampling is extremely
small, the values of the correlation will be stated for ob-
servation, but the degree of interpretation oermitted is
negligible. Similar portions of the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment were previously used for correlation study and inter-
pretation based on a more adequate samoling.
Statistical data for the Stanford sub-tests and the
total scores correlated with the Arithmetical Concent
Test are as follows:
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Correlation Value "r" Standard Error
Paragraoh Meaning .73 .1065
Word Meaning .13 .0033
Arithmetic Computation .54 .0583
Arithmetic Reasoning .55 .0605
Total Scores .41 .0336
A correlation value "r" of ,58 was found between the
Stanford sub- test Arithmetic Computation and Arithmetic
Reasoning with a Standard Error of .0672.
Relation of the Arithmetical Concept Test to Arithmetic
school marks or grades .-- The correlation value "r" between
the Arithmetical Concept Test and Arithmetic school grades
of 228 pupils was .55, with a Standard Error of .0201.
Although this was a correlation within the arithmetic field,
the factors related had differences. School grades are not
very reliable or valid as oroven by research. These marks
are not only based on arithmetical concept thinking but
also fundamentals, typical textbook problems, and usually
on oersonnel traits.
Comparison of the seventh and eighth grade scores on
the Arithmetical Concept Test .-- A study was made of the
seventh and eighthgrade scores. The computed means on the
Concept Test for the seventh grade was 21.06 for 137 pupils,
while for the eighth grade it was 22.01 for 98 pupils. The
Standard Errors were 7.36 and 7.46, respectively. A
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" signficance ratio' 1 was found to be .97.
The median for the seventh grade was 20.21, while for
the eighth, it was 20.95.
The means and medians of the seventh and eighth grades
are approximately 50 per cent of the total maximum score, 45.
1/
Ross says, ’Ideally, the most reliable measurement for a
given individual is afforded by a test made up of items
of equal difficulty on which he is capable of making 50 per
cent of the maximum. M
Prom the means and medians, we can conclude that the
seventh and eighth grades were quite similar in their central
tendency of scoring.
The range of scores in the eighth grade was from 9 to
41, and the seventh grade had a low of 4 with a high of 39.
It is proper that the highest and lowest scores were not the
same as the extreme possible scores.
In the seventh and eighth grades, 57 per cent and 66.5
per cent of the scores lie between / or - 1 S. D. Thisshows
a relatively normal dispersion of scores and verifies to some
degree that the test was given at tne correct level of dif-
ficulty .
The constant similarity in scores and statistical re-
sults, and especially the "critical value" of .97 shows that
TT C. C. Ross, Measurement in Today’s Schools . Prentice-Hall.
New York, 1944, P. 122.
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the teat did not differentiate between the seventh and
eighth grades.
The contributing factor involved in this situation is
not known, however, it is entirely possible that pupils are
too frequently confronted with routine fundamentals and
tyoical textbook problems lending themselves to memorized
patterns of thought, and therefore do not develop nor progress
at an appreciable rate in concept thinking and understandings.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It was the purpose of this study (1) to gain a know-
ledge of the elements involved in the concents of arithmetic
at the seventh and eighth grade level; and, (2) to construct
a paoer and pencil test in an attempt to measure some of
these concents.
The definition of a concept was established as an in-
sight into a mathematical situation, and the selection and
use of the proner plan and of the proper fundamentals for
the correct solution.
The elements involved in an arithmetic concent are
as follows:
1. To recognize the problem
2. To select the proper method
3. To select the proper information
4. To perform accurate computation
5. To interpret the conclusion
A review of the arithmetic texts and courses of study
was completed in the town used for this study. From this
survey, the aritnmetic areas common to both the seventh
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and eighth grades were as follows: mathematic principles
and relationships, logical thinking, fundamental processes,
graphs or pictograms, whole numbers, fractions, decimals,
per cent, measurement, and elementary geometry.
A research of concept tests and testing techniques
was accomplished. The multiple-choice type of item was
selected. The test was now constructed, each item being
subject to the criteria previously established and to the
arithmetic background of the puoils to be tested.
Having completed the directions for giving the test,
it was given to 235 puoils at the seventh and eighth grade
level by their respective teachers.
Data gathered for statistical and interpretative pur-
poses, were the intelligence quotients from the Pintner,
Otis, and Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Tests, the scores from
the Metropolitan and Stanford Achievement Tests, the Arith-
metic school grades, and the chronological ages of tie group
tested.
As a means of describing the group, frequency distri-
butions were plotted for some of the measures. Means and
Standard Deviations were used to ascertain the degree of
normalcy of the group.
A preliminary item analysis based on observation was
\
performed three times in order to refine the Arithmetical
Concept Test. An item analysis was completed on the final
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Arithmetical Concept Test with a critical ratio of 2.576,
y
established by Mills. Only four items were discarded and
90 per cent of the items were accepted as discriminative.
A correlation study was performed between the Arith-
metical Concept Test scores and the various other measures.
Correlations were run, in addition, between some of the
instruments.
A comparison between the seventh and eighth grade
groups was made.
Conclusions . --
1. There are definite elements involved in concepts
of arithmetic at the seventh and eighth grade
level that may be tested.
2
.
Toe Arithmetical Concent Test has elements in
common with the Intelligence Tests.
3. The Arithmetical Concept Test does not have a high
relationship with the Metropolitan Reading sub-test
4. The Arithmetical Concept Test does not have a high
relationship with the Metropolitan Vocabulary sub-
test.
5. The Arithmetical Concept Test does have a low
relationship with the Metrooolitan Arithmetic
Fundamentals sub- test.
1 / Mills, ibid, p. 33
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6. Tne Arithmetical Concept Teat has some elements
in common with the Metropolitan Arithmetic Problems
sub-test.
7. The Arithmetical Conceot Test is not a device for
school grading in arithmetic.
8. The Arithmetical Concept Test is not an instrument
for grade placement.
9. The Arithmetical Concept Test is a test to be
given at the seventh and eighth grade level.
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CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Limitations of the study . --
1. This study was based upon results obtained by
testing children from only one community.
2. The number of pupils tested wa3 two hundred and
thirty-five which is not really sufficient for
accurate interpretation.
3. The testers, regular classroom teachers, were not
trained or certified.
4. The teachers' arithmetic school marks, used in a
correlation study, are usually not of a high valid-
ity.
5. Tne test was internally validated with the result
that four items did not discriminate between the
good and bad oupils.
Recommendations for further research .
—
1. A test of higher validity may be constructed by
the use of the validated items in this test in
addition to new validated items
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2. An interview instrument may be constructed to
study thinking processes in item answering for the
development and discovery of more conceot elements.
3. A study of concept elements may be undertaken with
the primary aim of modifying conceot teaching
methods.
4. A study could be done between the Arithmetical
Concept Test and various Arithmetic Reasoning
Tests.
5. A study could be made to determine the reasons for
the similarity of scores between the seventh and
eighth grade.
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APPENDIX I
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TEST
T<-.
'
,
/ a c .»g* ifcua
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TEST
When all the children have the teat and a pencil.
say:
TAKE YOUR PENCIL AND, IN THE SPACE MARKED NAME, WRITE YOUR
LAST NAME FIRST, AND THEN YOUR FIRST NAME.
When every child has finished, continue with the
directions
:
IN THE SPACE MARKED DATE, WRITE TODAY’S DATE.
IN THE SPACE MARKED SCHOOL, WRITE THE NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL.
IN THE SPACE MARKED GRADS, WRITE THE GRADE YOU ARE IN NOW.
IN THE SPACE MARKED AGE, WRITE HOW OID YOU ARE NOW. GIVE
YOUR AGE IN YEARS ONLY.
IN THE SPACE MARKED TOWN, WRITE THE NAME OF THIS TOWN
.
IN THE SPACE MARKED STATE, WRITE THE NAME OF THIS STATE.
LEAVE BLANK THE SPACE MARKED SCORE.
USE A PENCIL ONLY. NO OTHER INSTRUMENT MAY BE USED.
ALL ITEMS ARE COMPLETE AND ACCURATE AS THEY STAND.
NOW READ THE DIRECTIONS ON THE FRONT PAGE AS I READ THEM
ALOUD.
Do this sample question with the children and be sure
all children understand how to do the test,
a) c About how many degrees are there in this angle?
(a) 30 (b) 60 (c) 90 (d) 120
If questions arise, merely restate the directions on
the front page. Time : Allow enough time for each child to
finish.
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APPENDIX II
ARITHMETIC CONCEPT TEST

AHITB ’ TICAL CONCEPT TEST
Name Date
School Grade Age
Town State Score
DIRECTIONS: Read each problem,
the letter in front
Select
of it
the one correct answer. Write
on the dotted line.
1 ) Which angle has the greatest number of degrees?
*0 b) <0 V
X"
2 ) What is the volume of this box? 3"
3
"
a) 8 cu. in. b) 18 cu. in. c) 12 cu. in. d) 27 cu. in.
3 ) About what per cent of this circle is white?
a) 50^ b) 657; c) 80/ d) 90/
1+) Which figure has the greatest number of degrees?
a) b)
5 ) Each of three boys had money in a business. The first boy made 1+0/
profit, the second boy made 30/ profit, and the third boy made Q0%
profit. Which boy made the most profit?
.) first boy b) second boy c) third boy d) you can’t tell
6) If 6 apple trees cost 1+2.%, then how much will 12 peach trees cost?
a) 80/ b) 82/ c) 81+/ d) you can ’ t
7 ) A man wishes to cover a roof with as little waste
as possible. Which size sheet of tin should he use?
a) 26’ x 36’ b) 3I+’ x 28 » c) 28 ’ x 32’ d) 21+ ’ x 36’
tell
ROOP V
(T)
(*•
'
Page 2
8) When you multiply 6J; x 7a> it is the same as which answer below?
a) 6yx 7 and \ x | b) 7 x 6J- and J x J
c) 7x6 and
-Jr x d) 6 x 7 and 6|- x §
9) 999 divided by 666 is ljrj therefore, which answer below is also
known?
a) it x 666 b) 666 -v- 1-| c) 999 x 1-| d) 666-4- 999
10)
About how many inches are there in this line?
, y
a) 3" b) 4" c) 5" d) 6"
11 )
12 )
13)
1^)
The block behind Block A will touch how many
If you didn’t know how to multiply 6 times 7* how could you find
the answer?
a) divide b) subtract c) add d) you couldn't
15 ) On this thermometer, A is the morning temperature
and B is the afternoon temperature. What is the
per cent of rise?
a) 20% b) hp% c) 50^ d) 66 2/3^
T-O
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16 ) What is 20^ of
|
“
" | d) you can’t tell
17 ) Which is the greatest?
a) . 12j[r x 360 b) l/8 x 360 c) .25 x 180
d)- :l8&-3r% e) All the same
18 ) Vfhat is the distance from Boston to New York?
a) 200 miles b) 600 miles c) 1000 miles d) 1500 miles
19 ) The odometer (which measures distance traveled) on a car reads 3B98 .B.
If you travel 12 miles, what will it read?
a) 3898.20 b) 3900.0 c) 3910.8 d) 3898.92
20 ) In the figure 68,950 which number has the greatest value?
a) 6 b) 8 c) 9 d) 5
21 ) How many square feet on the sides of a box that is 2 ’ high, 2 ’ long,
and 2’ wide?
a) 8 b) 12 c)
22 ) How many square inches in
a) 6 b) 8 c)
23 ) This rope of three sections will hold how mu
weight? Each section can hold the number of
pounds marked beside it?
a) 8 b) 10 c) 12' d) 30
2I4.) About how many degrees are in this angle?
a) 20 b) I4O c) 60 d) 80
2h d) 32
this figure?
9 d) 10
3
x
4/
25) What is the area of a square of which
figure is one-half?
a) 17 sq. in. b) 20 sq. in. c)
b
this
in.
<\
26 )
27)
How large is Figure A compared to Figure B?
a) | b) 1/3 0 ) i d) 1/5 5
"
5 "
Which bag weighs the most
r~-' '1
10016$ S
t
/OQlte
1
CoAl |
\!0Q\kb
lseed)
1
1 C cTTon
b J
a b c d)
10 "
all the same
28) About how long is a line four times the diameter of this
circl e?
29)
50)
a) 1 inch b) 2 inches c) 3 inches
Which angle (y/ ) has the greatest number of
degrees?
a) Z_J10B b) Z-.E0F
c ) 2 COD d) all the seme
d) b inches
About how many hours does it take to go from Boston to Chicago by
train?
31)
32 )
a) 5 b) 25 c) i+O d) 60
How many blocks are there is this figure?
a) 33 b) 36 c) bQ d) 5b
Look at the pictogram. In a school of
28 boys, how many would play football?
a) 1 b) 3 c) 7 d) 12
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33) How many blocks will completely fill this figure?
a) 15 b) 20 c) 25 d) 30
3 I4.) Which of the answers below is the correct per cent form of the
decimal 2.6 2/3 ?
a) 260 2/3% b) .026 2/3% c) 266 2/3% d) 2666 2/3%
35) Which figure covers the greatest amount of space?
7 "
d) all the same
36) In which number below does the I4./5 have the greatest value?
a) |1 V5 b) 02.20 k/5 c) $1,6 l|/5 d) all the same
37) According to the diagrams of money spent, who spent the most of her
money on clothes?
Jane May Kay
a ) Jane b ) May c ) Kay d) all the same
,//
V
6 5"
a
38) If you double the sides of a cube, how many times greater is its volume?
a) 2 times b) I4. times c) 6 times d) 8 times
39) Which grade had
this drive?
a) Grade I
c) Grade III
the best record for
b) Grade II
d) all the same
/9jED CR05s
CradE- PuPilS GAVt
1 Z3 II
X ZZ /J
3 Zf 15
ho) Which triangle has the greatest number of degrees?
same
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I4.I ) Tj’hich of the figures below has 0. width equal to about 8/2J4. of its
length?
b c d
h3)
About how many quarts of water would be needed
for a J. gallon mixture?
a) 2 b ) 5 c) 10 d) 15
If 3 ou knew the sum of three numbers out of which 1+ total , how
could you find the i+th?
a) add b) subtract c) multiply d) divide
I4J4.) If you add 2 cups of water to a recipe of I4. water to 7 flour, then how
much more flour is needed?
a) 2 b) c) 2
I4.5 ) How many ounces in 2.2 lbs?
a) 32.32 b) 32.2 c) 32 1/5 d) 35.2



